Managing archaeological sites in
arable systems
Some farming issues 2

Protecting cropmark sites on
arable farms
This farm is a run together with a
neighbouring unit predominantly as an
arable farm to make a total farm size of
223.8 hectares.

Sites & Monuments Record map of
recorded archaeological sites on this
farm.
Each red asterisk marks a different
site.
These consist primarily of standing
buildings or as cropmarks recorded in
arable fields from the air. Though the
archaeology on this farm is significant,
similar important features can be found
on other farms and the purpose of this
study is to discuss the management
implications in protecting these sites.

The area has a long history of human occupation, being located on the
sheltered south side of the Black Isle on well-drained glacial terraces
and close to the shore of the Beauly Firth.
In more recent times the quarry on the farm was used to build Inverness
and with a neighbouring quarry was a major source of stone for the
Caledonian Canal across the Firth.
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Location of fluvio-glacial channels
and probable old shore line

The above plan marks details of
cropmarks recorded in one area of
the farm.
These are the most significant
remains recorded on the farm.
Though potentially of national
importance they are not currently
protected as Scheduled Ancient
Monuments.

A series of aerial photographs taken of
ripening crops over 30 years have identified
a series of interesting archaeological
features.
By distinguishing between the lighter ground
marking ridges and plateaus and the darker
ground marking ditches and hollows, distinct
man-made features can be recognised.
These include a large enclosure (lying
outside this picture to the upper left -see
previous page) and a number of circular and
rectangular ditched features.
The central unploughed area with upstanding
bank was almost certainly used for a
woodland plantation in the 19th century.
However it may well be derived from an
earlier feature.
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A small part of the upper enclosure was
excavated between 1991 and 1993 to
reveal activity from the mesolithic to the
early medieval period (1st millenium
AD.) The ditch and postholes are
consistent with interpreting this as the
defences of a small fort whose banks
and ramparts have been ploughed
away.
This is consistent with interpreting the
(unexcavated) circular and square
ditched features to the south east as the
remains of burial mounds dating to the
pictish period.
Over 15 have been identified making
this one of the most important pictish
cemetery sites in the north of Scotland.
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The excavation revealed that all the
surface remains had been ploughed
away and that only features cut into the
soft sandy subsoil, such as pits and
ditches still survived. This still produced
significant information potentially
making this site of national importance.
None of these sites is legally protected
as a Scheduled Ancient Monument.
Even if there was such protection, class
consents would allow ploughing to
continue, leading to the gradual
degradation and permanent loss of
these sites.
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The site has been ploughed for many generations as can partly be seen from this plan of
Tarradale drawn in 1799 showing broad rig cultivation across this area and two central
enclosures or mounds left unplanted.
While plough damage has occurred to the buried sites in the past, this is not sufficient
justification to prevent them being protected for the future. They are still important relics of our
past with information and place that will give them value in the future.

Management queries
How best to protect these sites
What is the best approach
Implications for the farmer
How much will it cost

How best to protect these sites
Cropmark sites are best protected by being removed from cultivation. This will prevent
accidental damage from ploughing, subsoiling, drainage and de-stoning.
They are best protected by being sown to grass rather than being colonised by deep rooted
plant species such as trees and bracken.
To prevent colonisation by deep-rooted species a grazing regime will be necessary, though
feeding rings and wintering of stock in these areas should be avoided to prevent damage by
puddling and erosion. This includes ruts formed by vehicles accessing these areas in wet
weather.
Given the extent of recorded cropmark sites in this field, the enclosure recorded in the field to
the north and the logistics of farming around a 10 or 20 metre buffer zone, it would be more
appropriate to take both fields out of cultivation.
Such management should be long term. It is not appropriate to sow it down to grass for 5 years
and then restore it to cultivation.

What is the best approach?
The aerial photographs show that the
cropmarks extend extensively over the
area coloured red on the accompanying
plan. Yellow marks an appropriate 10
metre buffer zone with green highlight
showing the additional suggested area
of buffering
The extent of the archaeology is such
that leaving a 10 or 20 metre buffer
around known archaeological sites will
make working the size of the remaining
fields too small to justify further
cultivation.

The incentives for removing these fields from cultivation would be increased guaranteed financial
payments while still retaining them as grassland. However if the incentive level is sufficiently above the
commercial value it may be sufficient to persuade farmers to adopt this option.

Implications for the farmer
These are some of the most productive fields on the farm and removing them from arable
cropping will have a major impact on the scale of the farm and the level of income.
However this farm of 105 hectares is managed with an adjoining unit of 119 hectares. The
removal of these two fields of 19 hectares will have minimal impact on the profitability of the two
units. Little increase in costs is expected by buying proportionately smaller amounts of seed,
fertiliser and chemicals normally bought in bulk.
There will be financial benefits in the reduction of inputs and there may be additional
environmental benefit in the reduction of pollution risk to neighbouring watercourses and the
creation of permanent grassland. The value of this could be enhanced by sowing a speciesrich grassland mix.

How much will it cost?
No consideration is given here of the Single Farm Payment for this farm
as this is not known and indeed should be financially neutral in terms of options for cropping or
not cropping these fields.
According to the SAC Farm Management Handbook 2003/04 a good farmer would expect to
make on quality land like this between £297-455 per hectare net profit for spring wheat, between
£391-514 for winter barley and between £276-399 for spring barley (with a possibility of £10-15
per tonne premium for malting barley). The net costs exclude labour costs in establishing,
maintaining and harvesting these crops, estimated as being £120 for using his own tractorman
or £210 if using contractors (based on 15 hours per ha.)
There would also be financial benefits after the establishment of the grassland potentially
producing an income of £110-250 per hectare (average £160?).

Conversion and maintenance of
grassland
To encourage the reversion of this grassland into permanent pasture will require a minimum
incentive payment of £300 -£400 per hectare per annum together with an initial capital payment of
£200-400 (and possibly a discretionary extra rate for fencing & water).
Establishment costs for permanent grass mix in 1st year are costed at c£200 (or £400 for a
species-rich mixture - Rural Stewardship Scheme rate). There might be additional fencing and
trough costs if these are not currently sufficient for stock. Both of these are highly variable and
would need to be judged on a case-by-case basis.
Current buffer payments under Tier 2 options offer rates of £200 per hectare which may not be
sufficient to persuade farmer to convert. However the recently confirmed rate of £320 per hectare
for archaeological sites under the RSS does look reasonably competitive, though there might
need to be an additional management payment for the cost of conversion. It is essential that the
incentive payment is maintained to demonstrate to the farmer that these sites are of public value.
The alternative would be to carry out a total excavation of the archaeological features in this field.
This is difficult to estimate but could be of the order of £200,000 and it is unclear where funding of
this scale could be derived, given that similar important sites can be replicated across Scotland.

How to persuade the farmer?
Existing SEERAD General Environmental Conditions under Tier 2 Land
Management Contracts (LFASS regulations are not applicable here) and SetAside (and for the Tier 3 Rural Stewardship Scheme) require the farmer to
‘avoid damaging or destroying any features or areas of archaeological interest’
It could certainly argued that existing arable cultivation is destroying these
features and that receipt of agricultural subsidies is conditional on protecting
these sites. This might seem onerous as it penalises farmers who have these
remains, but if it is not done these 2,000 year old features will not survive.
If, as suggested previously, the payment levels are sufficiently generous to
persuade the farmer to remove these fields from arable to permanent grassland,
then the archaeology and the information it contains may survive into the future.
However the Rural Stewardship Scheme payments which are more attractive
rates can only be given to competitive applications and there is no incentive in
prioritising archaeological sites for management. If sufficient other
environmental features are selected for RSS applications (and a spread is
required to gain ranking points), degrading cropmark sites like Tarradale may
not be selected for formal management protection.
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